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Ff7 battle arena special battle rewards

Battle Chocobo Speed Wonder Event Ghost Round Station Battle Arena In the Battle Arena, you can choose one of your group members to compete in a series of 8 fights to collect points. These points can then be exchanged for some pretty cool rewards. The cost of each battle is 10 GPs. (Note that this is GP, Not Gil) Besides, you don't really die in the
Arena. Even if you're KO'ed in battle, you'il leave the fight exactly as you got into it. Although you can join the arena the first time you visit the Gold Disc, you should wait to get certain items and Matter to help you. This is what I highly recommend for your fight... Ribbon: This is an item you must have. It will deny one of the status effects given by your enemies,
as well as the arena wheel between each fight. Added Effect + Contain Matter- With this combo in your weapon, you can turn most enemies into stone, before the fight can even begin. Slash-All, or Mega-All Matter- This allows you to hit all opponents in one turn, thus shortening battles. Enemy Skill Matter- Enemy Skill Matter gives you Great Guard and
White Wind spells. These are important in battle. Knights of the Round- With KOTR, you can end any fight in the arena with one shot. Counterattack matter- This will add more blows for you. The more Counterattack Matter you have, the more times you can counter the enemy attack. Ultimate Weapon- You should then have the ultimate weapon of whoever is
doing the battles. Long-range matter- This allows you to place your character in the back, reduce damage to you, and still deal huge damage to the enemy. *You should fill any slot with HP or MP Plus Materia, until 9999/999. This will give you more points to work with. *Note that you should get rid of any Matter, unless it is combined with magic/offensive
commands. There's no point launching Cure 3+All if you're the only one fighting. Once you meet these criteria, you're ready to get started. Go to the employee on the right side of the screen. He will ask who is fighting, you choose your champion and they will come across the arena to fight. After each fight, you are given the option to continue or stop the fight.
If you stop, you get the points you earned until then. The amount of points varies during combat. One thing's for sure though... the greater the handicap on the wheel, the more points you get if you survive the battle. If you continue, a coil appears and you can prevent it from spinning. When it stops, you are hit by one of the 23 status effects. The following table
provides the effects of each state on your character: All broken matter All your matter is disabled Broken Magic Matter All Magic Matter (Green) is disabled Summon route All summoning matter (Red) is disabled Broken Matter Command All matter command (Yellow) is disabled Broken Matter Support All support matter (Blue) is disabled. Independent matter
broken Everything Everything Matter (Purple) is disabled. Mini Fighter is hit by Mini in the next fight. Toad Fighter was hit by Toad in the next fight. Poison Fighter is suffering from Poison in the next fight. Broken weapons are disabled. The fighter's base force is used to determine damage. Broken armor of the armatures is disabled. The fighter's base force is
used to determine damage. Broken accessories Accessories and their effects are disabled The item sealed item command object is disabled Speed Fighters speed is reduced by 1/2 the current speed Time x30 Damage Fighter loses HP equal to the time in the time bar at the end of the previous fight HP Fighters the maximum HP is cut in the middle 1/2 MP
Fighters MP is cut into 1/2 HP/MP Fighters the maximum HP/MP is reduced by 1/2 Zero MP Fighters loses all MP. (Can be replenished with items) 5 levels down Fighter level is reduced by 5, affecting stats. 10 levels down the fighter level is reduced by 10, affecting the statistics. Cure Fighter is fully healed in the next Lucky 7 No handicaps fight. (But you earn
a few points) At the end of each of the battles, face a kind of boss. Most of them are regularly found all over the world, except for one. This would be the enemy Ho-Chu. Although scripted for the game outside the Battle Arena, it does not appear. The same goes for the Tonberry in the arena. Otherwise, final enemies in the arena have slightly higher stats than
their regular counterparts, but they shouldn't pose too much of a threat anyway. Here are the 4 that you will face randomly in the arena. The Serpent and the Sea Worm are very straight fights, which require very little. If you lose your accessory, or matter, they can still be easily defeated. Ho-Chu can poison you if you're not protected by the Tape and has some
powerful blows. But there's not too much to worry about. The head of the problem here is the Ghost Ship. Not because it's powerful or something. But whatever you have, defense or whatever, it can throw you out of the fight. It must be brought out quickly and hard. If you have Knights of the Round at this point, it was about him. You throw yourself out of the
fight and you're going to lose your points. When you finish battles and are given your points, you can trade them in the Arena Exchange on the lower right side of the lobby. There are two must-have items, as well as some other outstanding prizes. Once you have the Omni-Slash Limit Break and W-Summon Materia, you are given the chance to fight in a
special battle. This battle is harder than normal, and the list of enemies is also more difficult. Things like Unknown make an appearance, as do many of the above bosses. And the boss finally... None other than Proud Straight up you won't survive this fight without Knights of the Round, or cloud omni-Slash (as long as your weapon isn't broken) Unless your
item command is available, and you have some magical matter of some kind that will do significant damage. Significant. Lose. For winning these battles, you'll receive more prizes: Final Attack Masamune Blade Combat Diary Autograph The Final Attack Materia is what makes special battles denoted to be tried. The other articles are basically useless. Well,
that's it for the Battle Arena. If you find out you're overwhelmed by enemies, you may need to level up a bit. Then come back and try again. Remember to use your points before leaving the arena. The points you collect will disappear when you leave. So, what are you waiting for? Get in there and kick some monstrous chicks!!! Page 2 - 12-6-1992 - Crystal
powers are drained and the wind soon stops. the crystal is on the brink of shatering. The hope of the world is in the hands of four young adventurers. With the help of crystal fragments, they decided to prevent the crystals from breaking. Little do they know about the evil that is imprisoned by the power of crystals. Can they stop the destruction of crystals? In
three worlds, their friendship, love and hope will be all that lies between peace and destruction. When I think of Final Fantasy V, I see it in The Rescuers Down Under. He's between two masterpieces, and while not as good as the two, he certainly keeps his in the cannon. But what is it that makes Final Fantasy V so damn popular, despite not being quite the
level of IV, VI or beyond? One word... Fun! Perhaps the weakest point of the game is the history and development of the character. Honestly the story goes on pretty ok in the first 1/3 of the game, but after that, it starts to fall apart. It's a story of shattering crystals, taking away the elements of the earth. Typical old-school Final Fantasy. But with the final act of
the game, there's nothing but a series of going here, and doing it. No continuation of what was a good start to a potentially fantastic story. Unique in the fact that it is the people, you, who are responsible for draining the natural elements from the earth making it begin to shut down. And it's thanks to you that Exdeath is able to come back. This is the real-life
story of human nature as it is in Final Fantsy. It was supposed to be a masterpiece in storytelling. But it's completely short. That said, there are more than a few large pieces of comedy during the game that gets more than one chuckle or two from the player. This of course made the story you make pleasantly fun. The character's development was also one of
the weakest in the series. They are simply flat, boring and completely forgettable. And with a name like Exdeath, you would expect there to be so much.... More. But for some reason this part of the game didn't live up to my expectations. Now that the complaint is off the road, let's move on to what makes this game really great. The gameplay is just fun. There's
nothing in the gameplay that's hard to or out of place. Of course, the reason for this is the work system. I can't even say how great the V. work system is as you get into the game, you can acquire new work classes. Each job has different attributes and special abilities that you can master with the ABP earned after battles. When mastering these skills, they are
yours to use with other jobs. Basically you can have a Knight who can heal with White Magic, or a Black Wizard who can throw weapons into battle. There are many jobs with many different skills to learn. Also, if you master a job, you automatically acquire all their innate skills every time you don't have a job. So, if you master a thief, you will automatically get
their high speed. Combining the skills you earn is the funniest in the game and adds great depth and strategy to the gameplay. The design of the level was good, although only a few were really impressive. Boss battles were varied and exciting with the work skills used. I found all 30 hours of this game completely fun. Final Fantasy V also introduced Blue
Magic (Enemy Skills) which is in the later titles of the series. This magic is earned by the enemy who strikes you with a particular spell. Tis is still a very popular type of spell and has created one of the biggest types of spells in the game. There is powerful healing, protective magic and offensive magic of wide variety. This almost eclipsed Summon is the most
powerful magic in the game. The sound was great too. With the incredible variety of excellent themes from his successor that I fell in love with, it's hard to judge. Final fantasy V does the sound area pretty well. Spell effects, summons and things like that have been done well. Sword-cutting, and all this was nothing that would disturb you in any way. Musically,
it was a mixture of good and not so good, but more on the good side. There may not be the epic score of saying VI and VII, but Gilgamesh's theme was excellent, along with a few others. The Void is the only one I've taken a real dislike of. He just seemed upbeat and out of place for the area, and was actually a bit annoying. This is certainly not square's best
music, but it holds up well with the series. And if you're looking for the old-school challenge, this is definitely one of the most challenging I've ever played. Your leveling will take longer than other titles and getting skills is out and out hard to the end area. Monsters never seem to give you enough GP points, XP, and skills. Some enemies are very difficult to get
the upper hand, and the first half of the game finds you broken like everyone else. Exdeath is pretty damn difficult, as are many of the other bosses. Frustration can very well spread, and I wish you all good luck playing this challenging but playable game. But for people like me who live for the challenge, this definitely takes top rank. Is Final Fantasy V the epic
masterpiece of IV and VI? I have to say yes. Not for the same reasons, of course, but it's definitely one of the funniest games ever created. And the fun never goes away. Never. it can literally play it over and over again, and it's fun the 200th time like it was the first. A prefect game for me would mix VI with the work system found in V. It would be epicity right
there. Definitely get your hands on Final Fantasy V. You'll be glad you did. Done.
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